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Free surface multiples when used in conjunction with 
regular seismic phases can provide details of velocity 
gradients in sedimentary layers, an useful information 
for better constraining the velocity model. In the pre-
sent study, an attempt has been made to understand 
the genesis of free surface multiples and their signifi-
cance in deriving the velocity structure of the West 
Bengal sedimentary basin. To bring into focus, the 
area-specific structural and compositional peculiari-
ties essential to generate free surface multiples, the 
derived velocity models of the West Bengal basin have 
been compared with models of other coastal sedimen-
tary basins of India. It is clearly resolved from the 
analysis of velocity and its gradient, sedimentary 
thickness, period of sedimentation and the effect of 
water-saturated layers that the high velocity gradients 
and the presence of free surface multiples in the West 
Bengal basin are due to water saturation of the  
thick unconsolidated/semi-consolidated, compact and 
partially cemented sedimentary layers. 
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THE National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI), 
Hyderabad conducted seismic refraction and wide-angle 
reflection studies in the Krishna–Godavari, Pranahita–
Godavari, Mahanadi, West Bengal, Cambay, Saurashtra 
and Kutch sedimentary basins (Figure 1). Velocity–depth 
models of the above sedimentary basins were progres-
sively refined using area-specific seismic attributes during 
the interpretation. 
 Phase identification is necessary in the processing and 
interpretation of seismic datasets. The phase may corre-
spond to primary events. Phases are generated depending 
upon the geological settings of the area. These phases 
should be identified and segregated from other phases  
using travel-time curves. The refraction and reflection 
phases in the observed record sections of the sedimentary 
basins are a replica of wave propagation in the subsur-
face. Some variations in the phase direction have been 
indicated, suggesting the change of formation in the sub-
surface. Phase strength depends on the velocity contrast 
and velocity gradient within the layers. In areas where  

velocity reversals are present, skips in the first arrival  
refraction phases have been noticed in the record sections 
(Figures 2 and 3). However, in the West Bengal basin, 
some phases not noticed in other basins appear to be 
prominent. These high-amplitude phases noticed as later 
arrivals have travel-time curves that are concave down-
wards. These are identified as free surface multiples1. 
 Multiples were first identified2 in the seismic refraction 
data. The amplitude character of these events have been 
discussed3. Many4–10 have reported the presence of multi-
ples in refraction data along different basins, viz. the 
Cooper basin, Imperial Valley, California; the Central 
Eromanga basin, Queensland; North Sea, Canada, and 
Great Valley, California respectively. In India, research-
ers1,11–13 used free surface multiples and built structural 
models of the sedimentary layers as well as deeper layers 
in the West Bengal basin. They have suggested that free 
surface multiples are present in water-saturated areas. The 
present study gives the causes for the presence of free 
surface multiples in the West Bengal sedimentary basin. 
A comparison with the sedimentary basins of the east and 
west coasts is made to specifically bring out basin-wise 
peculiarities, both in the structure and composition. 
 NGRI has carried out seismic refraction and wide angle 
reflection studies along three profiles in the Mahanadi, 
two profiles in the Pranahita–Krishna–Godavari and four 
profiles in the West Bengal basins in the east coast of  
India, in addition to four profiles in the Kutch, seven pro-
files in the Saurashtra and three in Cambay basins in the 
west coast of India. Refraction data of these profiles have 
been used for the present study. 
 Kutch, Saurashtra and Cambay are peri-cratonic  
basins14–16, which formed during the Upper Gondwana 
(Jurassic and Cretaceous). Kutch basin was formed in the 
Early Jurassic period, Cambay basin in the Early Creta-
ceous period and Saurashtra basin was formed in the 
Lower Cretaceous period. Krishna–Godavari15, Pranahita–
Godavari17 and Mahanadi18 basins were formed due to the 
break up of the east Gondwanaland during upper Carbon-
iferous–Lower Cretaceous period. West Bengal basin was 
formed19 due to the break up of the east Gondwanaland 
and subsequent separation of Australia and Antarctica 
from India. Details of basin evolution, sedimentation, 
formation and duration of basin development are given in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
 Utilization of various phases present in the seismic re-
cord sections of different shot points helps in the delinea-
tion of the subsurface structure of a region. Each record 
section of different profiles of east and west coastal  
basins of India has been studied. Various phases, viz.  
refraction, reflection and free surface multiples have been 
identified and used in the construction of velocity–depth 
models of different sedimentary basins. 
 Seismic data available in analogue form along profiles 
in Mahanadi and Saurashtra (Navibender–Amreli) basins 
have been converted into normalized record sections.
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Figure 1. Deep seismic sounding (DSS) profiles in the east and west coast sedimentary basins of India. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Analogue monitor record section of shot point 60 along 
Mukundapur–Konark profile in Mahanadi basin showing skip phe-
nomenon, where P2.3, P4.0 and P6.0 are refraction phases. 
 
Profiles in other basins have been covered by digital  
recording. For processing both types of data, the conven-
tional ray tracing technique20 has been used. Processed 
data yielded both 1D and 2D velocity–depth models. 

 The derived velocity–depth models, raw seismic  
records and reduced travel-time sections when analysed 
with a historic approach have brought into focus area-
specific structural complexities. These are detailed below. 
 In the analogue monitor record section of shot point 60 
(Figure 2) along Mukundapur–Konark profile in the 
Mahanadi basin, a skip (an abrupt shift in the travel time 
versus distance curves) in the first arrivals was noticed21. 
This skip represents the presence of a thin high-velocity 
layer within the sediments. Whereas a skip phenomenon 
identified in the record sections of Kutch (Figure 3) and 
Krishna–Godavari (Figure 4 a) sedimentary basins has 
been attributed to the presence of a low-velocity layer 
sandwiched between two high-velocity layers22,23 (NGRI, 
unpublished). One or more skips have been noticed in the 
record sections of Kutch sedimentary basin (NGRI,  
unpublished). In the case of Godavari basin, a skip was 
noticed only between SP0 and SP6 record sections  
(Figure 4 a), suggesting the presence of a low-velocity 
layer below the hidden traps22,23. Small skip has been  
noticed in the record section of SP0 (Figure 4 b). The  
record sections of the Saurashtra basin (Figure 5 a) show 
primary refraction and reflection phases. In some record 
sections (Figure 5 b) skips have been noticed in the travel 
time plots (NGRI, unpublished). These shifts are inter-
preted to be due to velocity inversion problem in the sub-
trappean sedimentary layers. In Cambay sedimentary 
basin (Figure 6), shift in the first arrival travel times has
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Figure 3. Seismic record section of shot point 2 along Mandvi–Mundra profile, showing time delays (skips) in first arri-
val refraction data due to the presence of low velocity layer (Mesozoic sediments) below Tertiary sediments and Deccan 
Traps, where P2.1, P4.6 and P5.2 are refraction phases from the sedimentary layers. 

 
 
Table 1. East coast sedimentary basins (West Bengal, Mahanadi, Pranahita–Krishna–Godavari): evolution, sedimentation, formation and duration  
 of basin development 

Basin  Formed  Basin evolution  Sedimentation  Formation14,16, period5 
 

Kutch  Early Jurassic14 Jurassic–Cretaceous14 During different stages of northward  Palaeocene–Jurassic 
    drift of India after the break up (205–33 Ma) 
    from Gondwanaland in the Late 
     Triassic–Early Jurassic 
Cambay  Early cretaceous14 Jurassic–Cretaceous14 – Eocene–Pleistocene (55–1 Ma) 
Saurashtra  Lower cretaceous14  Jurassic–Cretaceous14  Lower Cretaceous  Cretaceous–Middle  
     Miocene (137–12 Ma) 

 
 

Table 2. West coast sedimentary basins (Cambay, Kutch, Saurashtra): evolution, sedimentation, formation and duration of basin development 

Basin  Formed Basin evolution  Sedimentation  Formation and period 
     
West Bengal  Due to break up of the east Gondwanaland 

and separation of Australia and Antarc-
tica from India19 

Upper Carboniferous–
Lower Triassic 

Middle–Upper  
Cretaceous with dif-
ferent subsidence 

Palaeocene–Holocene 
(65 Ma–present) 

Mahanadi Due to break up of the East Gondwanaland 
during Upper Carboniferous–Lower Cre-
taceous17 

Existed during Jurassic18 Started during  
Cretaceous18 

Pliocene–Cretaceous 
(135–2 Ma) 

Krishna–
Godavari  

Upper Gondwana Group15 Developed during  
Triassic15 

Late Cretaceous–Early 
Cretaceous15 

Cretaceous–Palaeocene 
(137–34 Ma) 

Pranahita–
Godavari  

Due to break up of the east Gondwanaland 
during Upper Carboniferous–Lower  
Cretaceous17 

Late Carboniferous/Early 
Permian to Cretaceous 

Early Permian to  
Cretaceous 

Upper Permian–Lower 
Cretaceous  
(220–112 Ma) 

 

 
been noticed only in the up-dip direction. This shift has 
been interpreted as due to the basement fault24. The above 
details clearly show varied pattern of seismic waves in 
different sedimentary basins that have different evolu-
tionary history and subsurface structural fabric. 
 In contrast, most of the record sections in West Bengal 
sedimentary basin25 appear to be different. These record 
sections indicate the presence of characteristically differ-
ent seismic phases, free surface multiple diving waves. 

Free surface multiples are prominently observed only in 
the shot points, which are located near to the coast of the 
West Bengal sedimentary basin (Figure 7). The record 
sections predominantly contain phases that exhibit varied 
patterns of seismic phases exclusive to the West Bengal 
sedimentary basin. The record sections of almost all the 
shot points are similar in character, but show the presence 
of prominent high-energy later arrivals, which are neither 
simple refractions nor reflections. These arrivals from the
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Figure 4. a, Seismic record section of SP5, Narsapur–Paloncha profile in Krishna–Godavari basin, where P1.8, P4.0, P4.8 
and P5.65 are refraction phases from sedimentary layers. Skip in the travel time can be seen on both sides of the  
observed seismogram. b, Seismic record section of SP0 along Narsapur–Paloncha profile in Krishna–Godavari basin, 
where P1.8, P2.3, P4.0, P4.8 and P5.7–5.8 are refraction phases from sedimentary layers. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. a, Analogue record section of SP140 along Navibander–
Amreli profile in Saurashtra basin, showing primary refraction phases 
(P5.2). b, Record section of SP24 along Tikor–Mangrol profile in 
Saurashtra basin, showing skip phenomenon. 

 
 

Figure 6. Record section of SP25 (line 3) along Dharimanna–
Billmora profile in Cambay Basin, showing primary refraction  
(P2.1, P3.2, P5.9) and reflection (P4.8, P5.9–6.0, P5.5–5.6, P6.6) phases. 
 
 

shallow subsurface appear with very high amplitude. 
These strong phases appear at regular intervals, and are 
free surface multiples. In West Bengal basin, these arri-
vals appear in arcuate shape on a travel-time plot with 
their curvature concave downwards (Figure 7). In other 
words, the travel-time curves appear as a replica of the 
first arrival travel-time branches, with lateral shifts in the 
crossover distances. These are specifically termed as  
multiple diving waves. They are produced with strong 
amplitude character, when high velocity gradients are 
present in relatively thick sedimentary layers1. 
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Figure 7. Record section of shot point 7 along Gopali–Port Canning 
profile in West Bengal basin. A velocity of 6.0 km s–1 has been used to 
reduce the time (T) scale. M1, M2 and M3 are the first, second and third 
free surface multiples. WG, Whispering gallery phase. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Velocity–depth sections of DSS profiles along east and 
west coast sedimentary basins. 
 
 Seismic velocity in a geological formation is related to 
the low-strain dynamic modulus of the material. Density, 
confinement and cementation in a soil mass influence the 

P-wave velocity. Cementation modulus of a material is 
increased by the material strength provided during its 
process. It is partially independent of overburden pressure 
and subsurface depth. In deep or thick cohesion-less 
granular deposits, the velocity increases with depth due to 
increase in confining pressure. Sudden increase in velo-
city gradient with depth, without any influence by confin-
ing pressure, indicates the presence of cemented or 
cohesion material deposits in the area26. 
 The West Bengal basin is known to have a shallow  
water table, leading to water-saturated subsurface. In 
such areas, velocity contrasts at the water-table interface 
become prominently large. Presence of free surface mul-
tiples may depend on the formation period, basin evolu-
tion and sedimentation characteristics of the sedimentary 
basins. The West Bengal basin has a thick sedimentary 
column with a number of layers. The accumulation of 
sediments in the West Bengal basin has been a continu-
ous process. It is geologically younger compared to other 
sedimentary basins (Tables 1 and 2). The West Bengal 
basin contains compact and partially cemented, thick, 
subsurface sedimentary layers. From the present study, it 
is suggested that such a composition of subsurface layers, 
exclusive to the West Bengal basin (unlike other basins in 
India (Figure 8), could be responsible for the presence of 
free surface multiples. 
 It is evident from the present study that none of the 
coastal sedimentary basins, other than the West Bengal 
basin, have thick, water-saturated, layered sedimentary 
column with high velocity gradient, a prerequisite for 
generation of free surface multiples. 
 Area-specific structural complexities, as evident from 
seismic results, clearly establish the interrelationship  
between the structure of the basin, composition of layers 
and the process involved in basin development. No two 
basins seem to be similar in both composition and struc-
ture, and it is essential to decode seismic signatures asso-
ciated with a basin independent of other basins and 
adjoining cratons and mobile belts. One should be judi-
cious not only in selecting recording geometry, but also 
in selecting relevant data from both the signal-and-noise 
for processing to generate useful models that reflect the 
true structural details. 
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Increasing sea surface temperature (SST) and its con-
sequences on marine ecosystems are widely discussed. 
Andaman Sea witnessed a few bleaching events during 
1998, 2002 and 2005. The present study was taken up 
to assess the extent of bleaching during 2010 in  
selected reef sites in the Andaman through line inter-
cept transect survey. It was found that the fully 
bleached corals as a percentage of total coral cover 
were maximum at Havelock Island (69.49), followed 
by South Button Island (67.28), Nicolson Island 
(56.45), Red Skin Island (43.39), North Bay (41.65) 
and Chidiyatapu (36.54). Branching corals were the 
worst affected, whereas the massive corals were found 
to have relatively withstood the elevated SST. The 
status of reefs and the variability in bleaching with the 
progression of SST with respect to different coral spe-
cies are discussed. 
 
Keywords: Bleaching, climate change, coral reefs, sea 
surface temperature. 
 
THE Andaman and Nicobar (A&N) Islands are bestowed 
with the richest coral diversity among all Indian reefs. A 
total of 177 species of hard corals falling under 57 genera 
have been reported from these islands1. Recent surveys 


